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folk mythology
Folk mythology continues to shape everyday
Russian life and culture in an attenuated form.
The coherent stories or systems still found by
collectors in the early twentieth century survive
mainly in printed editions; their remnants combine with idiosyncratic creations in Russian
superstitions, such as the prohibition on shaking
hands across a threshold or clinking glasses
when toasting a dead person’s memory. Many
Russians feel the pathos of losing a system of
beliefs associated with a traditional, perhaps
idealized, way of life, and erased by industrialization and modernization. Even educated
urban Russians know many details of folk
mythology, which is widely recognizable in graphic art or stories by authors such as Nina Sadur
and Tatiana Tolstaia, as well as in television
advertisements, food packaging, or the kitsch of
kindergarten (sadik) decorations.
Christian saints overlaid traditional Slavic
deities (as Saint Paraskeva-Piatnitsa took over
attributes of the goddess Mokosh) in dvoeverie
(double-belief), a more or less harmonious integration of two belief systems. The Russian
Orthodox Church calendar likewise subsumed
traditional festivals such as midsummer Kupala
or Yuletide masking. Fragmentary records of
pre-Christian pagan belief attract Russian neopagans and enrich the cultural archeology of the
Moscow-Tartu school. On the other hand,
Russian villagers believed in domestic and ﬁeld
spirits until at least the nineteenth century.
Spirits were named for the places they inhabited; the further from hearth and home, the
more unpredictable and potentially malevolent.
The spirits demanded respectful behaviour
(sometimes recalling British folklore about
brownies – if you thank them, they stop doing
your housework and ﬂy away). Some Russians
still toss coins in corners and say the proper
words to ingratiate themselves with the domovoi
(house spirit) of a new apartment. Domovoi (and
sometimes his wife, domovikha) could appear as a
grey or black cat, though the shape varied by
village and region, and might foretell a death in
the household with certain sounds or unwonted
appearances. Dvorovoi was the yard or stable
spirit; the more distant included bannik, the
tricky spirit of the bania (bathhouse), and leshii (or

his wife, leshikha), the forest spirit, who might
lure cattle into the woods or disorient a solitary
traveller. The dangerous water spirit, vodianoi,
dragged down swimmers or horses at a ford,
and the rusalka was, variously, a seductive mermaid or the wraith of a jilted girl who had
drowned herself and took revenge by luring men
astray and tickling them to death. Domovoi and
leshii were often euphemistically called ‘khoziain’
(‘master’ or ‘owner/landlord’) of their respective
realms; in some parts of Russia, domovoi
reputedly looked like the man of the house.
Folk mythology also includes human professions: millers, blacksmiths, midwives, and
shepherds were rumoured to have connections
with magic, and a sorcerer (koldun) or witch
(vedma) might heal a terrible illness (often with
traditional herbal remedies) but could also be
dangerous, commanding a set of devils (cherti),
unlike the benign healer (znakhar). Even someone without other magic powers might ‘spoil/
jinx’ another with an envious or covetous
glance, causing illness or upset that would
require treatment by a specialist.
See also: folk tales; superstitions, Russian
Further reading
Ivanits, L. (1989) Russian Folk Belief, Armonk,
NY: M. E. Sharpe.
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folk song
Russian folk song (narodnaia pesnia) falls into two
categories: a traditionally learned anonymous
song or one of known authorship, accepted by
the Russian folk (narod). Ancient songs were created to while away winter nights, accompany
major rites of passage (such as lamentations for
marriage, departure, or death), or mark agricultural and religious events. Singing was entertaining or purgative, but also useful; loud, chestvoiced songs helped coordinate movement while
peasants mowed, reaped, churned butter, or
wove, while softer songs calmed animals or
lulled babies.

